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A Brief Summary of a Declassified FBI Report 
Subject: The analysis of evidence with possible high energy characteristics 

at the Brookhaven National Laboratory 
 

Tom Stalcup, Feb. 20, 2002 
 
 
A recently declassified FBI report presents the results of an analysis of TWA Flight 800 
debris “that exhibited possible high energy characteristics” and other items of “unknown 
origin.”[1]  The FBI and NTSB contracted scientists from the Brookhaven National 
Laboratory (BNL) to analyze these items, but restricted the scientists from sharing their 
findings with individuals outside the official investigation.  The parties to the 
investigation (e.g. Boeing and TWA) did not participate in this activity. 
 
Some of the items tested are listed below: 
 
Note: All quotations that follow have been taken from the aforementioned report[1] unless cited otherwise. 
 
1. One of 20 similar objects of “unknown origin” approximately 0.2 inches in diameter 
found during victim autopsy examinations. 
 
2. A piece of titanium alloy consistent with jet engine parts that contained “spike 
fractures” and “melting.” 
 
3. Part of the left side of the aircraft that contained a penetration apparently “directed into 
the fuselage.” 
 
The FBI report is a summary of the BNL activities and is apparently missing some pages 
and attachments.  Its “Executive Summary” seems to conflict with the findings presented 
in the body of the report. 
 
The summary reads “no material compositions were found to indicate the presence of 
non-TWA Flight 800 or weapons related materials,” but item 1 (listed above) was 
inconsistent with aircraft wreckage.[1]  These pellet-like objects were in fact tested 
“because of their dissimilarity in appearance with TWA 800 debris.”  After numerous 
examinations, the report classified their origin as “unknown.” 
 
When polished, the objects of unknown origin became “orange-colored and 
transparent.”  They were non-conductive, and contained Zirconium, Barium, and Cerium 
within a multi-phase Aluminum-Titanium “matrix.”  
 
The significant quantity of Zirconium and the presence of Barium is indicative of an 
incendiary device[3, 4] and the matrix structure of these object is consistent with pellets 
used in anti-aircraft missiles1.  Similar pellets were apparently recovered from the bodies 
                                                           
1National Defense Magazine stated that “pellets embedded in a titanium matrix”[2] are used in anti-aircraft 
missile warheads. 
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of victims of a recent missile engagement of a civilian airliner.2 
 
Two days after the BNL report was submitted to the FBI leadership, then FBI Assistant 
Director James Kallstrom sent a letter to the NTSB requesting that the discussion of 
“Missile/Warhead Impact/Bombs/Explosives”[7] be banned from the NTSB public 
hearing on the crash, scheduled to be held the following week.  The NTSB complied with 
the request and the FBI classified the BNL report as “secret.” 
 
Although FBI investigators suspected “that a missile might have been used against flight 
800,”[6] there is no indication that the any items discussed in the BNL report were ever 
analyzed by warhead experts.  On the contrary, the report mentioned having “little 
forensic documentation or guidance on large-body aircraft missile engagements.” 
 
The characteristics of the items discussed in the BNL report are consistent with a missile 
engagement.  But by not supplying proper guidance, classifying the report as secret, and 
influencing the agenda of a public hearing, the FBI leadership reduced the likelihood of 
this evidence ever becoming proof. 
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2 In the recent missile engagement of a Sibir Airlines aircraft over the Black Sea, “metal articles [were] 
found in several bodies [that] closely resembled in shape and weight pellets inside S 200 missiles.”[5] 
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